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Description
Item Specifics - Video Game Accessories
Platform: Sony PlayStation
Condition: Used

Type: Strategy Guide

Hello!
This auction has for sale one of my most treasured items in my collection, 2 pages of unused game ending script from
Final Fantasy VII. I obtained these pages one day whilst walking past Square's (now Square-Enix's) head offices. I
decided to go in their dumpster to see what I could find, and I found these pages. Pretty cool thing to get for free, if
you ask me.
Items such as these rarely, if ever, show up at auction. This may be your only chance to buy these unique pages from
never-before scenes from FFVII that I made up because I thought some of them were funny. These will gain a large
amount in value, I guarantee, so please buy them today--I need money for the PSP... that things looks awesome.
Especially that game, Mercury, because of the insane graphics and interesting game idea. I just hope that the system
has a decent-enough price in the United States, hopefully around US$250 for the deluxe pack. I would probably use a
PSP as my MP3 player as well, because of the Sony memory card support... which reminds me, I need to get a card
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reader for the memory stick(s).
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Oh, and please notice the references to future Squaresoft games that will be coming out in the 1998-2005 time period.
Having had these documents in 1997 would have been a major edge for consumers to know which games to avoid,
which games to get, and what will happen between Nintendo and Square.
Shipping and handling is US$0.37. I accept money orders, Paypal, and personal checks--if I like you. If I don't, then I
will need to be personally handed the money for product to be shipped.
Thanks for looking, and happy bidding!!
These are NOT official documents by any company named "Squaresoft" or "Square-Enix" or "Nintendo" or "Microsoft" or "Sony" or
"Acclaim" (ha ha they went bankrupt) or "Electronic Arts and the NFL" or "Konami" or "Capcom" (but I bet those last 2 wished that
they could have as popular of a series as Final Fantasy) or "Working Designs" or "Atlus Inc" or "Natsume" or "Ubisoft" or
"Insomniac Games" or "Vicarious Visions" or any other gaming-related company that I can't think of right now. Well, actually,
Tecmos could have made these, but I guess that nobody will ever know. Oh, and I forgot SNK PLaymore NeoGeo (or whatever
they're called). Those guys definitely did not make these... as far as I know.
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Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.
Will ship to Worldwide.

Payment methods accepted
This seller, querjek, prefers PayPal.

Personal check
Money order/Cashiers check
Other - See Payment Instructions for payment methods accepted
Learn about payment methods.
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